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BLUE WOLF CAPITAL CLOSES ON SALE OF
PHARMACEUTICAL STRATEGIES GROUP’S 340B BUSINESS TO OMNICELL
PSG’s market-leading 340B Link business is being sold for $225 million nine years after Blue
Wolf’s initial investment
PSG built an innovative program providing significant funding to safety net hospitals
Investment reflects Blue Wolf’s long-term, ESG-driven approach
October 2, 2020, NEW YORK – Today, Blue Wolf Capital Partners (“Blue Wolf”), a New
York-based private equity firm, announced the completion of the sale of Pharmaceutical
Strategies Group’s 340B business (“PSG”) to Omnicell, Inc. (NASDAQ:OMCL), a leading
provider of medication management solutions and adherence tools for health systems and
pharmacies. PSG’s 340B Link business is being acquired for $225 million, and the sale marks
the exit of Blue Wolf’s last portfolio company in Blue Wolf Capital Fund II. Additional terms of
the transaction were not disclosed.
Blue Wolf invested in PSG in 2011 in a rapidly changing healthcare environment. Building on
vast regulatory expertise, and backed with Blue Wolf’s capital, PSG partnered with safety net
hospitals to implement solutions to set up and administer a recently expanded federal program
known as 340B, which today delivers a $14 billion annual lifeline from drug manufacturers to
America’s rural and urban safety net hospitals. Blue Wolf’s long-term investment and focus on
human capital and organizational transformation helped PSG become the industry leader in this
vital part of America’s healthcare infrastructure.
“With our government and hospitals facing enormous financial pressure during the COVID-19
crisis, the value of funding from the 340B program enabled by PSG’s 340B Link solutions to
hospitals that care for America’s most vulnerable population has been demonstrated more clearly
than ever before. We’re incredibly proud to have partnered with David Borden and PSG to build
this important business,” said Adam Blumenthal, Managing Partner at Blue Wolf. “PSG’s
growth over the last nine years illustrates the benefit of being a long-term partner. It also
showcases how we use our ESG lens to create value both for our investors and for society. This
is an exciting time for the PSG business, and we see Omnicell as an ideal partner for its next
phase of growth.”
“Blue Wolf has been a tremendous partner for PSG and has provided us with the necessary
support and resources every step of the way as we built our 340B business,” said Dave Borden,
Chief Executive Officer of PSG. “The Blue Wolf team’s knowledge of the complexities of the
pharmaceutical marketplace and the broader healthcare value chain were essential in building
this business, and we look forward to further expanding upon this growth with Omnicell.”

About Blue Wolf Capital Partners
Blue Wolf Capital Partners LLC is a private equity firm that specializes in control investments in
middle market companies. Leading by experience, and with a commitment to excellence, Blue
Wolf transforms companies strategically, operationally and collaboratively. Blue Wolf manages
challenging situations and complex relationships between business, customers, employees,
unions, and regulators to build value for stakeholders. For additional information, please visit
www.bluewolfcapital.com.
About Pharmaceutical Strategies Group (PSG)
For more than 25 years, Pharmaceutical Strategies Group (PSG), based in Plano, Texas, has been
relentlessly advocating for clients as they navigate the complex and ever-changing challenges of
drug cost management. PSG’s innovative consulting and technology solutions, including the
proprietary data and analytics platform, Artemetrx, deliver actionable insights with exceptional
financial and clinical value. As the largest independent pharmacy benefit consulting firm in the
U.S., PSG functions as a strategic partner to self-insured employers, health plans, brokers,
coalitions, and health systems, generating more than $4.8 billion in drug cost savings each year.
For more information, please visit www.psgconsults.com.
About Omnicell
Since 1992, Omnicell has been committed to transforming the pharmacy care delivery model to
dramatically improve outcomes and lower costs. Through the vision of the Autonomous
Pharmacy, a combination of automation, intelligence, and technology-enabled services, powered
by a cloud data platform, Omnicell supports more efficient ways to manage medications across
all care settings. Over 6,000 facilities worldwide use Omnicell automation and analytics
solutions to help increase operational efficiency, reduce medication errors, deliver actionable
intelligence, and improve patient safety. More than 40,000 institutional and retail pharmacies
across North America and the United Kingdom leverage Omnicell's innovative medication
adherence and population health solutions to improve patient engagement and adherence to
prescriptions, helping to reduce costly hospital readmissions. To learn more, visit
www.omnicell.com.
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